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Abstract 
This paper aims to be a contribution to the ongoing debate on the role conceptual metaphors 
have in reproducing and justifying certain cognitive models—and, by extension, certain courses of 
action. To this end, this paper will first revise previous research on conceptual metaphors, focusing 
on the sociocultural and neural aspects of their grounding. After that, it will present the empirical 
study conducted to illustrate the relationship between linguistic metaphors and cognitive patterns 
that ultimately determine courses of action. The analysis consisted of a comparison between the 
main systematic conceptual metaphors found in American English and Peninsular Spanish written 
press regarding the Capitol riot in January 2021 and the protests against the “Procés” sentence in 
October 2019.     
Keywords: conceptual metaphor, cognitive linguistics, metaphors in press headlines, POLITICS IS 
WAR, Capitol riot 2021, Catalan protests 2019.  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1. Introduction 
 During the past four decades, the cognitive turn initiated by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) has 
completely changed the way we understand the concept of metaphor. Contrary to its traditional 
conception as a mere rhetoric device, metaphor has been proven to be primarily a matter of thought. 
Our conceptual system is partly structured through a series of conventional conceptual metaphors 
that shape our everyday perceptions and interactions with our environment. For example, in an 
argument, we can defend our position or attack our opponent’s point of view; these ordinary 
expressions reveal that we metaphorically understand arguments in terms of warfare (Lakoff & 
Johnson, 1980/2003). In other words, our underlying metaphorical structures are tied to their 
linguistic realizations in a systematic way. Thus, identifying and analyzing linguistic metaphors can 
reveal the existence of underlying conceptual mappings, helping an explicit understanding of what 
is implicitly embedded in our cognitive system. This awareness is necessary not only because the 
repetition of linguistic metaphors reinforces the patterns of thought in which they originate, but also 
(and perhaps, more importantly) because of the potential metaphors have to influence what we 
perceive as being true and, ultimately, real. 
 Early research on conceptual metaphors has often been criticized for being based on 
intuitive corpora instead of real data (Kövecses, 2017).  In relation to this point, Steen (2011) has 1
observed that, so far, metaphor scholars have mainly been concerned about the semiotic and 
psychological aspects of metaphor in language and thought, but have neglected its social dimension. 
Various scholars have stressed the importance of contextualizing systematic conceptual metaphors. 
Analyzing them alongside social phenomena will bring a deeper understanding of the role they have 
in reproducing and legitimizing specific cognitive models—which can, in its turn, lead to specific 
courses of action (Grady, 2017; Molek-Kozakowska, 2014; Steen, 2011). This paper aims to be a 
contribution to this ongoing debate. 
 This has been a long-standing critique towards Lakoff and Johnson’s landmark essay, since the authors 1
exemplified their arguments with data extracted from their own linguistic repertoires.
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 To this end, this paper will first revise previous research on conceptual metaphor, focusing 
on how it is grounded (including its neural implications). Then, it will analyze its relationship with 
culture, describing the role culture has in the establishment of conceptual metaphors, as well as the 
ways in which metaphors influence culture and sociopolitical realities. This theoretical approach 
will be illustrated by an empirical analysis which will examine the use of conceptual metaphors in 
American English and Peninsular Spanish written press. The closing discussion will reflect on the 
importance of being critical about the metaphors that conform our cultural model(s) and underlying 
cognitive patterns. 
2. Theoretical frame 
2.1. The cognitive commitment: metaphor, thought and language 
 Lakoff and Johnson (1980/2003) demonstrated that linguistic metaphors are not just 
anecdotal rhetorical figures. Rather, they are symptomatic of our metaphorically structured 
cognitive system, and thus pervasive in everyday life: conceptual metaphors are conventional and 
underlie a series of ordinary linguistic expressions (Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003; Lakoff & Turner, 
1989). For example, the conceptual metaphor LOVE IS A JOURNEY allows expressions such as: 
 (1) We have come a long way.  
 (2) Our relationship is not going anywhere. 
Since metaphors in language are manifestations of metaphors in thought, studying the former helps 
us understand our conceptual structure and, by extension, the way we think. 
 Simply put, a metaphor implies understanding one concept in terms of another that is, to an 
extent, similar. According to Kövecses (2017), there are three types of similarity: objective real 
similarity (as in the “roses” in the “cheeks”), perceived similarity (as in LIFE IS A GAMBLING GAME, 
where actions in life are seen as “gambles” in which one can win or lose) and similarity in generic-
level structure (as in PEOPLE ARE PLANTS, in which both target and source share similar live cycles). 
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Usually, conceptual metaphors occur between a relatively well-defined source domain which, in a 
systematic way, maps part of its structure to a largely abstract target domain—in other words, we 
tend to conceptualize non-physical concepts in terms of more physical ones, as in LIFE IS A 
JOURNEY (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003; Kövecses, 2017). These mappings create “skeletal 
structures”—schematic enough to allow richness, but defined enough to provide structure— with 2
“slots” that need to be fulfilled in the target (Lakoff & Turner, 1989). These can be fulfilled with 
preexisting elements, or they can create an artificial element in the target. To illustrate this, let’s 
consider the metaphor EVENTS ARE ACTIONS (Lakoff & Turner, 1989). The structure of the source 
concept ACTION creates a frame in which two slots have to be fulfilled: the ACTION and the AGENT. 
Since events are agentless, fulfilling the slot AGENT requires a process of personification, as in:    
 (3) Time heals all wounds. 
 (4) My computer decided to die today. 
By attributing agency to inanimate entities, the metaphors in (3) and (4) are creating an element in 
the target did not exist previously, and thus altering the way in which we perceive reality.   3
 An important aspect to consider is that metaphorical structuring is partial. On the one hand, 
not all the elements in the source domain get mapped to the target domain. For example, in 
THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS, we use the foundation and shell of a BUILDING to structure the concept 
THEORY, but not the elements from their internal structure (Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003): 
 (5) Your theory does not have a solid foundation. 
 (6) * Your theory has too many corridors. 
While most speakers would immediately understand the sentence in (5)—and possibly, due to it 
being conventional, not even perceive its metaphorical nature—, the sentence in (6) would take 
more effort to understand and most likely be classified as a poetic device. This is due to the fact that 
 For instance, in LIFE IS A JOURNEY, the source JOURNEY provides the target LIFE with the basic structure of 2
a PATH with a DEPARTURE POINT and a DESTINATION. At the same time, it remains open about the nature of 
the journey, so LIFE can be a “bumpy road,” an “adventure,” or a “wild ride.”
 The role of slots in categorization and creation of bias, specifically related to WAR metaphors, will be 3
further discussed in section 2.3.
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elements such as “corridors” or “windows” are not part of the mapping in the THEORIES ARE 
BUILDINGS metaphor. 
 Just as source domains do not map their entire structure to their targets, there are also 
aspects of the target domains that are left out of the mapping. The abstract concepts that we need to 
conceptualize metaphorically are complex, multi-faceted and often dynamic. Consequently, they 
cannot have a direct and complete correspondence with one single source; hence the need to 
structure them through several conceptual metaphors, each of which illustrates a different aspect 
(Kövecses, 2017). These conceptual metaphors form a coherent, although not consistent, system. 
They may contradict each other in illustrating opposing views of a single specific-level concept, as 
in LIFE IS A BURDEN or LIFE IS A PRECIOUS POSSESSION (Lakoff & Turner, 1989). However, if they 
overlap (i.e., they are alternative manners of addressing one single aspect of a specific-level 
concept), they will share a series of metaphorical entailments, as in LIFE IS A DAY or LIFETIME IS A 
YEAR (Lakoff & Turner, 1989). This net of metaphorical mappings and entailments enables humans 
to fully grasp complex abstract concepts such as LIFE, LOVE or DEATH. 
2.1.1. Other types of metaphorical concepts    
 Complex conceptual mappings between two domains are not the only metaphorically 
structured concepts that exist in our cognitive system. This section will briefly revise the most 
relevant types aside from conceptual metaphors.  
 2.1.1.1. Image-metaphor. These are conceptualized image-mappings between two rich 
images (Lakoff & Turner, 1989). The images can be either based on a preexisting visual 
resemblance (e.g., an hourglass waist) or entirely created by the metaphor (e.g., thoughts as 
lightning). Since image-metaphors are usually one-shot, they are ineffective to unveil underlying 
cognitive patterns; however, it is possible for image-metaphors to be elaborate instances of a more 
essential conceptual metaphor.       
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 2.1.1.2. Metonymy. While a conceptual metaphor maps a source domain to a target one, a 
conceptual metonymy involves only one domain from which it selects a part to stand for the whole.  4
However, in doing so, it also highlights a certain aspect of the whole while downplaying others—
just like conceptual metaphors do (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003). For instance, “all hands on 
deck” reduces human beings to their ability to perform manual labor, while “a lot of new faces” 
focuses on the most differential part of a person, emphasizing thus the uniqueness which makes 
everyone distinct from the rest.   
 2.1.1.3. Blend. Conceptual Blending Theory (CBT) offers a novel approach to conceptual 
metaphor. It also involves two domains, labelled inputs; however, instead of displaying an 
asymmetric relation in which the mapping is unidirectional, selected elements from both inputs are 
projected into a generic space. Thus, they create a new and independent concept that contains 
elements from both.  
 While CBT is a useful approach to analyze meaning emergence in creative, innovative 
metaphorical concepts, blends do not constitute a general change in meaning or condition 
(Dancygier, 2017). That said, it can be possible for a blend to be consistent with a preexisting 
conceptual metaphor. 
2.2. The experiential grounding of conceptual metaphors 
 According to several scholars, metaphorical thought and language arise from bodily 
experiences based on sensorimotor activity (i.e., body perception and motion). These embodied 
experiences produce a specific type of basic experiential gestalts, denominated image schemas, that 
constitute the basis of many conceptual metaphors (Gibs, Costa Lima & Francozo, 2004).  Image 5
schemas are general structures with “an internal logic that permits spatial reasoning” (Lakoff & 
 It is worth noting that some metonymies are also conventional and part of our ordinary conceptual system, 4
such as STATE AS PERSON (Lakoff, 1992).
 This is consistent with Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980/2003) theory, in which they reject the objectivist 5
approach according to which things have inherent properties, and propose instead an experiential approach: 
things have interactional properties that we attribute to them via our experience in interacting with them.
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Turner, 1989: 99). For instance, the image schema CONTAINER implies a bounded space in relation 
to which someone or something may be inside or outside. This image schema is the basis of several 
primary metaphors, such as STATES ARE CONTAINERS (Kövecses, 2017; Lakoff & Johnson, 
1980/2003): 
 (7) We are in love. 
       We are falling out of love. 
 (8) He is always in a good mood. 
       He has pulled himself out of his bad mood. 
As the sentences in (7) and (8) illustrate, we metaphorically understand certain states, such as LOVE 
or MOODS, as CONTAINERS which we can enter or exit.    
 Usually, the conceptual metaphors based on image schemas are what Grady (1997) labeled 
as primary metaphors. Primary or primitive metaphors are independent mappings with a direct 
experiential basis, while compound or complex metaphors are “self-consistent metaphorical 
complexes” formed by several primitive metaphors (Gibs et al., 2004). This distinction, however, 
reduces the grounding of conceptual metaphors to bodily experiences—an approach that has been 
largely contested in more recent research.  
2.2.1. The role of culture in embodied experience    
 An increasing number of scholars have started to turn their attention to the role that culture 
has in the grounding of conceptual metaphors (Kövecses 2010, 2017; Ibarretxe-Artuñano, 2013).  6
Embodied experience is not monolithic: it is composed of several different elements. The selection 
of one of said elements to be highlighted in a conceptual metaphor is culture-dependent. For 
instance, the experience of hunger, albeit universal, is perceived differently around the world due to 
 It is worth noting that Lakoff and Johnson had already pointed out that the culture we live in is part of our 6
experiences about the world, and hence “the most fundamental values in a culture will be coherent with the 
metaphorical structure of the most fundamental concepts in the culture” (1980/2003: 22) 
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differences in economy, lifestyle and culture: in parts of the world where starvation is a common 
problem, the urge associated with HUNGER is more intense than in wealthier areas (Gibs et al., 
2004). Thus, different cultures emphasize different aspects of the experiential gestalts that constitute 
embodied experiences; Kövecses (2010) labels this process in which culture acts as a “filter” of 
embodied experience “differential experiential focus.” Ibarretxe-Artuñano’s (2013) “culture sieve” 
is a similar proposal, although it goes one step beyond. It states that culture does not only select the 
elements that are mapped onto the target, but also “impregnates” the mapping. For example, the 
basic primary metaphor COGNITION IS PERCEPTION has the well-known specific-level realization 
KNOWING IS SEEING. Western cultures tend to highlight the visual aspect of the experience of 
COGNITION, as in KNOWING/UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003). However, 
this specific-level realization of COGNITION IS PERCEPTION is not the only one: as several studies 
demonstrate, in many oral tradition based cultures, the specific-level realization of this primary 
metaphor is KNOWING/UNDERSTANDING IS HEARING (Ibarretxe-Artuñano, 2013).    
 In short, primary metaphors are partly universal, partly culture-specific. This approach 
accounts for cross-cultural as well as for intra-cultural variation (e.g., within the same language and 
culture, the conceptual metaphors that youngsters use differ from those of older people). 
Furthermore, it can potentially account for the question of why some elements of the target are not 
mapped onto the domain.  
2.2.2. The neural theory of metaphor  
 One of the current trends in metaphor research has to do with its neural implications. 
According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980/2003), conceptual metaphor mappings could be, in fact, 
physical neural maps created by the simultaneous neural activation of target and source domains. 
This hypothesis, which is partly based on neural computation, follows Feldman’s structured 
connectionism theory (2006, qtd. in Lakoff, 2008). To put it simply, the human brain is structured in 
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a series of mapping circuits, corresponding to embodied metaphors, that link asymmetrically 
distinct regions, allowing reasoning patterns from one brain region to apply to a different one 
(Lakoff, 2008). The neural links between nodes (i.e., neural groups) strengthen with regular 
activation; eventually, they form a circuit—a conceptual metaphor—linking the two nodes (Lakoff, 
2014). 
 Another important thing to consider is that the same nodes are activated when we perform 
an action than when we simply imagine, perceive or talk about it—that is to say, meaning is a 
mental simulation (Lakoff, 2008). Thus, according to this hypothesis, using linguistic metaphors 
activates the same nodes as if we were performing or experiencing its physical realization. This 
explains not only why conceptual metaphors are pervasive in our everyday life, but also, and more 
importantly, how deeply embedded conceptual metaphors can form a system that has the potential 
to determine the way we think and act (Lakoff,  2008; 2014). 
2.3. The social aspect of conceptual metaphors  
 Since we use conceptual metaphors to comprehend our experiences of abstract realities, the 
prevalence of certain metaphors over others can create a cognitive bias. For instance, the 
metaphorical entailments of LOVE IS A JOURNEY encourage a very different set of views and 
attitudes towards love than those of LOVE IS WAR. This is how “metaphors may create realities for 
us, especially social realities. A metaphor may thus be a guide for future action. Such actions will, 
of course, fit the metaphor . . . In this sense, metaphors can be self-fulfilling prophecies” (Lakoff & 
Johnson, 1980/2003: 156). To put it more simply, by providing us with a more concrete 
understanding of abstract concepts, conceptual metaphors help us define our stances, actions and 
choices towards them, which means that we often act according to metaphorical patterns (Grady, 
2017; Kövecses, 2017). 
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 In this regard, it may be useful to consider the Dynamic Systems Theory. It aims at 
discovering general rules under which self-organized structures, such as social behaviors, appear 
(Gibs, 2017). According to Gibs, “a dynamical view of metaphor claims that multiple, nested 
hierarchies of constraints, operating along different time-scales, interact in non-linear ways to 
produce metaphorical behaviors” (2017: 103). Since group norms emerge from individual 
behaviors, and collective actions influence individual actions, dynamical principles can explain 
social behaviors and how they may be rooted in metaphorical thought. Thus, in order to fully 
comprehend this cognitive and linguistic phenomenon, it is crucial to adopt an interdisciplinary 
approach which tackles metaphor in language, thought, and communication, including thus the 
social dimension of conceptual metaphors (Steen, 2011). 
2.3.1. Categorization and cultural models 
 Conceptual metaphors provide us with a structure, based on concrete experiential gestalts, 
that help us make our experiences coherent. We need to categorize our experiences in order to 
understand them, so we can decide how to act in response. While certain experiences fit in the 
structure defined by the metaphor others do not and, for the sake of coherence, are often 
downplayed or ignored (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003). In other words, we view as “true” the 
aspects highlighted by the metaphor, and as “false” the ones downplayed. Importantly, when we 
map a source domain to a target domain, we are not only importing its structure but also our 
judgements and values (Lakoff & Tuner, 1989); this is what Kövecses (2017) labels “metaphorical 
inference.”  That is, conceptual metaphors frame our experience: when we evoke a frame, we evoke 7
its associated experiential gestalt, so a whole new range of action becomes available and acceptable 
(Mio, 1997). That way, prevalent conceptual metaphors create cultural models that help us define 
our views of the world; conversely, “changes in our conceptual system do change what is real for us 
 For example, deodorants offering “X-hours protection” incite us to view our body odor as an enemy against 7
which we must defend ourselves (Kövecses, 2017).
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and affect how we perceive the world and act upon those perceptions” (Lakoff & Johnson, 
1980/2003: 145-46).   
2.3.2. Conceptual metaphor and politics 
  Conceptual metaphors are useful in our experience of sociopolitical realities because they 
simplify them.  In doing so, complex issues become more accessible to our understanding, helping 8
non-experts to take a more engaged stance. To put it more simply, what we are able to comprehend 
becomes more important to us than what we do not fully understand (Grady, 2017; Mio, 1997). 
This, however, may lead to biased perceptions. By highlighting certain worldviews—and hence, 
justifying certain courses of action—, metaphors can create political realities (Mio, 1997). On the 
other hand, by virtue of what they hide, metaphors in political systems may lead to “human 
degradation” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003: 236). In this context, it may be useful to consider 
Musolff’s (2017) notion of “scenario,” which is a particular type of frame structure that not only 
includes a broad image-schema of the elements, but also implies an outcome that is seen as the 
default solution which legitimizes further course of action. The dangers of these scenarios in the 
context of certain conceptual metaphors are illustrated in the following sub-section. 
 2.3.2.1. POLITICS IS WAR. Western culture is structured through a binary ontology in which 
confrontation, both at the material and symbolic dimension, is a constant (Childress, 2001; Molek-
Kozakowska, 2014). This is why conceptual metaphors in which WAR is the source domain are so 
common; perhaps, the best-known of said metaphors is ARGUMENT IS WAR (Lakoff & Johnson, 
1980/2003). Needless to say that these are dangerous metaphors: while they highlight the conflict 
involved in a given situation, they hide the cooperative aspect that is so often indispensable to its 
fair resolution, thus coercing us into believing in inherent (and sometimes artificial) antagonisms 
 According to Grady’s notion of “problem-setting,” social problems “are often based on metaphorical 8
conceptualizations of situations” (2017: 445). 
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(Childress, 2001).  Such conceptualizations may be specially detrimental in sociopolitical settings, 9
for they encourage a non-prosocial approach based on competition and individualism instead of 
community and cooperation. Significantly, in his analysis of the metaphors used in contemporary 
American political discourse, Howe (1988) observed the systematicity of the conceptual metaphor 
POLITICS IS WAR—as well as POLITICS IS SPORTS, which can arguably be seen as a version of the 
former. These metaphors evoke the traditional frame of masculinity, which in our Western binary 
ontology is associated with behavioral attitudes of dominance, competitivity and aggressivity (in 
contrast with femininity-associated values such as compassion, cooperation and dialogue).  10
 In relation to this point, it is worth considering Lakoff’s (1992) concept of “just war.” This is 
a schematic conceptual narrative in which there are three slots—VILLAIN, VICTIM and HERO 
(although these two can sometimes be the same individual)—and a basic course of action: there is a 
moral imbalance, provoked by an imbalance of power, which the HERO must solve. In this schema, 
the HERO is always honorable and the VILLAIN is inherently evil; reasoning with the latter is out of 
the question, and violent action is thus justified. It is precisely this inherent asymmetry which 
makes this schema problematic when it comes to politics, because it erases negotiation and 
compromise, drawing perilously towards authoritarian attitudes. 
2.3.3. Mirror and catalyst: metaphor as a framing device in news headlines 
 As discussed above, we have certain preexisting schemas that serve as filters through which 
information enters our brains, and which have the potential to change the way we categorize (an 
hence, perceive) certain experiences so they fit the schema (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003). As Mio 
observes, repetition of clichés connects with the public because they can recognize their “latent 
symbols” (i.e., preexisting conventional conceptual metaphors) in them (1997: 130). Nonetheless, 
 For a detailed account of how WAR metaphors help shape many sociopolitical problems and define the way 9
they are addressed, see Childress (2001).
 As Howe points out, these systematic patterns may explain, at least partially, why women are, for the most 10
part, excluded from the political sphere. 
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most people will not be aware of this process—that is, they will neither notice the metaphor, 
because it is conventional, or recognize the impact it has on their attitude towards the issue (Steen, 
2011; Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2011). In this manner, media can reinforce biased points of view 
through the deliberate use of conventional metaphors (Molek-Kozakowska, 2014; Steen, 2011).   11
 This is specially marked in the case of news headlines. Studies demonstrate that metaphors 
are most effective when they are presented early in the narrative. In this position, metaphors can 
influence people’s judgments by setting a frame according to which we organize and coerce further 
incoming information (Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2011). Since the main function of news headlines 
is to frame the subject, they can easily act as coercive devices—that is, enforce a biased 
representation of reality. As Molek-Kozakowska points out, since conventionalized metaphors  
constitute a prime example of meaning-compression devices. They are likely to function 
as triggers to elaborate background knowledge representations (e.g., scripts, schemata, 
models) and are often chosen by editors because of their “resonance” with the public . . . 
It is hypothesized here that relying on conventionalized conceptualizations (as well as 
on easily retrievable “common” knowledge”) is typical of communicators that intend to 
reproduce representations by facilitating a relatively unreflective processing of verbal 
input. This, in turn, is one of the main mechanisms of coercion (2014: 156) 
This process of oversimplification conducted by the media in order to entice simplistic heuristics for 
decision-making purposes is what Mio (1997) labels as “framing heuristics.” Significantly, one 
single word can perform this function. Thibodeau and Boroditsky (2011) conducted an experiment 
in which participants had to read nearly identical paragraphs about a crime and then respond to 
questions about the appropriate policy. The results showed a significantly different response, which 
was based on the single concept that differed in both paragraphs (virus or beast). This demonstrated 
how words that evoke certain conceptual frames can trigger by themselves entirely different 
patterns of conceptualization, reasoning and, therefore, action.     
  Significantly, in his approach to metaphor classification, Steen illustrates the deliberate use of 11
conventional metaphors with an example elicited from a newspaper's headline (2011: 39).
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3. Empirical analysis 
3.1. Approach and objectives 
 The present case study is a comparative analysis of the use of conceptual metaphors in 
American English and Peninsular Spanish written press. Its purpose is to identify the predominant 
tendencies in metaphor use in both countries’ written media, and to consider how they are 
symptomatic of the cultural context that has produced them. In order to do so, this study focuses on 
two specific episodes that have occurred in the last couple of years: the riots in Barcelona after the 
“Procés” sentence (October 2019) and the Capitol riot in Washington D.C. (January 2021). The 
choice is not arbitrary: both conflicts were motivated by political convictions, involved breaking 
into and destroying public property, and had a comparable impact on the national and international 
public opinion due to their extreme violence.  Thus, the similarities in their unwinding and 12
underlying motives make them suitable for an in-depth comparative analysis between individual 
newspapers as well as between the two linguistic corpora.     
3.2. Contextualization of the study 
 As discussed in section 2.3, Western cultures, due to their binary ontologies, often 
characterize different types of conflict as WAR. In the case of politics, this is consistent with Western 
contemporary history, in which national internal conflicts have increasingly been due to political 
orientations, as opposed to religious or ethnic differences. In the present case, perhaps Spain’s 
recent history constitutes a better example of that, considering the political turmoil it experienced 
during the XIX-XXth centuries which eventually lead to the Civil War (1936-1939). This attitude 
may not be as apparent in the case of the United States, where, specially recently, racial issues seem 
to be more problematic and prone to violent outcomes than those related to political differences. 
 Although the repercussion of the Capitol events was bigger in an absolute sense, the international echo of 12
both events was arguably comparable if we take into consideration the size of Spain and its relevance in the 
world politics (both much more modest than those of the US).
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However, “deviant” political ideas—namely, anarchism or communism—have been persecuted 
since the end of WWI, specially during the Cold War years.   13
 On a different note, political affiliation is often one of the ways in which we perform our 
identity. As Childress observes, in the “societal debate” regarding America’s identity struggle to 
define itself and the kind of society it aims at, “participants . . . view themselves as combatants in a 
war” (2001: 204). Arguably, this is comparable to the question of Catalan independentism during 
the last decade.  
3.2.1. Barcelona, October 2019 
 Catalonia, one of Spain’s autonomous communities, has a long-established independence 
movement which seeks to break off from the Kingdom of Spain. In 2017, Catalan authorities 
conducted a unilateral referendum, which they deemed would be binding and, if positive, result in 
the independence of Catalonia. However, the central government considered this an act of illegal 
separatism. As an aftermath, the Spanish government ended the region's autonomy and imposed 
direct rule over Catalonia, seizing control of the entirety of the autonomous government's 
institutions and infrastructure. Two years later, on 14 October 2019, nine of the Catalan 
independence leaders were tried for sedition and sentenced to between nine and thirteen years in 
prison. This prompted a series of demonstrations to protest the Supreme Court's ruling, which lasted 
for about a week. Many of them escalated from pacific protests to violent riots, resulting in the 
damage of public property and an aggressive response from the police forces. 
3.2.2. Washington D.C., January 2021 
 Despite the efforts of president Donald Trump and other Republicans to overturn the 
November 2020 presidential election, this was finally won by Democratic candidate Joe Biden. 
 Notably, an instance of POLITICS IS WAR.13
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Trump campaigned to attempt to subvert the election and stop Biden from being inaugurated, first 
through legal challenges and then through an extralegal effort. This, together with his repeated 
claims in public speeches that the election had been a fraud, encouraged his supporters to take 
violent action. Finally, on 6 January 2021, a mob of Trump supporters attempted to overturn his 
defeat in the 2020 presidential election by storming the U.S. Capitol and violently disrupting the 
joint session of the 117th Congress, assembled to count electoral votes to formalize Joe Biden's 
victory. 
3.3. Data and Methods 
3.3.1. Sources 
 Data has been elicited from the online archives of a total of twelve newspapers (six from 
Spain and six from the United States). These were selected from amongst the most distributed ones, 
taking into consideration their political orientation, quality and objective public. As shown in Table 
1, they were grouped in even categories for the comparative analysis between both corpora.  
3.3.2. Elicitation criteria 
 Since the ultimate goal of this study is to demonstrate how language reflects and perpetuates 
preexisting conceptual metaphors in a consistent manner, the sources for eliciting the data cannot be 
limited to the days in which the riots occurred; rather, certain prior context seems necessary to 






Middle to up quality 
Center political alignment
Público New York Times Up quality, neutral 
Investigative journalism 
El Periódico Newsday Populist/working-class oriented 
Left-leaning






Table 1. Description and classification of the sources used
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Hence, the data used in this study was elicited from headlines of the news belonging to the week of 
the incidents, as well as to the preceding month. Only the news related to the sociopolitical 
situations that motivated the riots were considered for the analysis. The headlines which were 
judged to not contain any conceptual metaphor were not included in the corpus; headlines from the 
Opinion section were also discarded.      14
3.3.3. Methodology 
 The headlines from the corpus were searched for metaphors by checking whether predicates 
or arguments referring to the relations or properties of entities were used in a literal manner, or they 
invoked another frame (i.e., a more concrete domain, presumably the source). Then, the identified 
metaphors were classified following a deductive approach. The results for the Spanish and the 
English corpora were quantitatively processed and compared,  identifying the most salient 15
metaphorical patterns both at a global level, and by the source categories defined in point 3.3.1. A 
qualitative discussion will later be conducted comparing the results from the corpus analysis with 
the depiction and course of actions of the events, following Steen’s (2001) proposal of a social 
approach to metaphor in thought. 
 In this study, all terms that evoke physical violence and/or aggressive attempts at domination
—such as “attack” or “threat”—have been classified under the WAR source domain. Where WAR 
and SPORTS conceptual metaphors seemingly overlapped (e.g., win-lose and adversaries-allies 
binaries), the more extreme realizations were classified under the WAR metaphor, while their lighter 
counterparts were attributed to the SPORTS one.   16
 This criterion has been adopted in the presumption that readers are more likely to approach texts under the 14
“Opinion” section more critically, since they are explicitly framed as someone’s personal (i.e., subjective) 
point of view.
 For a complete relation and classification of the corpus, see Appendix II.15
 For instance, “win” and “loss” are classified under SPORTS, while “victory” and “defeat” are classified 16
under WAR. This criterion stems from this paper’s stance in relation to these two metaphors, which are 
considered here to be different gradations of a same category—namely, POLITICS IS A COMPETITION.
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3.3.4. Description of the corpus 
 The final corpus consisted of a total of 633 headlines, in which 706 conceptual metaphors 
were found. As Table 2 shows, POLITICS IS WAR and POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT are the most 
prevalent metaphors in both corpora.  Both these categories belong to what Borčić, Kanižaj and 17
Kršul (2016) define as reification metaphors—that is, understanding complex abstract concepts and 
realities in terms of physical ones.     
Althoug WAR appears to be the most popular source domain in both corpora, right-leaning 
newspapers, as in (9) and (12), tend to display more extreme realizations of this metaphor than 
those whose political alignment is center or left-leaning, as in (10) and (11): 
        (9) La guerra total entre Sánchez e Iglesias marca el camino al 10-N (ABC070) 
        (10) Sánchez e Iglesias se encarnizan (PUB050) 
        (11) Trump to campaign in Georgia for GOP candidates (NYT029)  
        (12) Why Republicans must apply military principles and fight smarter in Georgia (WST030) 
In the Spanish corpus, this tendency is consistent with the depiction of the protests against the 
“Procés” sentence. As shown in Table 3, right-leaning newspapers tend to highlight the violent 
aspects of the riots, often using the term “violencia” and referring to the riots as “batalla campal.” 
By contrast, left-leaning newspapers (specially, Público) highlight their political aspect, labelling 


















BUSINESS 4 % 8,2 % 0 % 1 % 8,1 % 2,3 % 4,1 % 6,2 % 10,8 % 5,8 % 0 % 0 %
SPORT 6 % 13,1 % 44,3 % 36,1 % 14,5 % 15,9 % 21,9 % 18,7 % 16,2 % 10,1 % 51,3 % 38,6 %
WAR 48 % 47,5 % 39,2 % 44,3 % 45,2 % 38,6 % 52 % 62,5 % 43,2 % 55,1 % 43,2 % 50 %
OTHERS 42 % 31,2 % 16,5 % 18,6 % 32,2 % 43,2 % 22 % 12,6 % 29,8 % 29 % 5,5 % 11,4 %
Table 2. Percentages of the main source domains for POLITICS conceptual metaphors by newspaper
 For the complete summary of the distribution of conceptual metaphors in both corpora, see Appendix I. 17
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 The English corpus is somewhat more consistent throughout in its depiction of the Capitol 
riot. The WAR metaphor is not only common in all newspapers, but its slots are also fulfilled in the 
same way: the VILLAIN slot belongs to the Trump-supporters who stormed the Capitol, while the 
VICTIM is the Capitol and its occupants. Nonetheless, right-leaning newspapers are considerably 
more lenient towards the rioters. For instance, The Washington Times refers in several occasions to 
the riot as “turmoil” and “mayhem,” while other more critical, center-aligned newspapers, like The 
New York Times, make a more consistent use of war-related terms such as “siege.”                  
 3.3.4.1. COLLECTIVE ACTIONS ARE NATURAL EVENTS. In the analyzed corpus, there was a 
fairly recurrent pattern that seemed to indicate the existence of the conceptual metaphor 
COLLECTIVE ACTIONS ARE NATURAL EVENTS: 
 (13) Marea de movilizaciones contra la sentencia del 'procés' (PUB008) 
 (14) Catalunya, en el epicentro del 10-N (PER040) 
 (15) Parts of Capitol Hill are evacuated as protesters flood the grounds (NYT018) 
This conceptual metaphor would be a reversal of Lakoff and Turner’s (1989) EVENTS ARE ACTIONS, 
via which agency is attributed to agentless events. Thus, the conceptual metaphor COLLECTIVE 
ACTIONS ARE NATURAL EVENTS downplays the agency of the collective who perpetrates said 



















CHAOS 1 2 4 1 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 4
EMOTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
FIRE 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
PROTEST 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
WAR 1 1 8 6 0 1 5 2 7 6 9 6
Table 3. Distribution by political alignment of the highlighted aspects of the riots in both corpora
 Significantly, this pattern was mainly found in left-leaning Spanish newspapers in reference to the riots.18
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3.4. Discussion  
 Findings show that POLITICS IS WAR is a systematic conceptual metaphor both in American 
English and Peninsular Spanish press.  The fact that the next most common conceptual metaphor is 19
POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT demonstrates that politics is conceived as a a win-lose situation
—a notion that stems directly from Western binary ontology, which always necessitates an Other. 
To put it more simply, we see politics as a competition in which two opposing sides contend for 
power. In this schema, one side must impose its domination over the other (by defeating its rival 
and winning the election). In this conception, there is no room for dialogue, nor for a common 
project that seeks the wellbeing of the community as a whole. In fact, there were very few instances 
in both corpora of metaphors that presented politics as collaborative in nature. The systematic 
conceptual metaphor that is closest to conceiving politics as a collective compromise is POLITICS IS 
BUSINESS; but, considering that the way in which we understand business is rather competitive and 
not precisely prosocial, this metaphor still has strong ties with the competition-related ones. 
 These findings are consistent with the riots that motivated the present analysis. The fact that 
the main systematic conceptual metaphors found in both corpora are essentially the same reinforces 
the hypothesis that conceptual metaphors can be a decisive factor in real-world actions. Despite 
their apparent sociocultural and historical differences, both Spain and the United States share a 
same set of conceptual metaphors for POLITICS which have, at the very least, justified taking violent 
action to defend (sometimes, even impose) political ideas—hence the similarity of the incidents 
discussed.  
 Although these riots cannot be entirely blamed on the metaphors used in the press, it is 
nonethelesss true that pervasive conceptual metaphors in thought and language have an effect on the 
way we act, both individually and collectivelly. In this regard, it is worth considering Grady’s 
(2017) hypothesis that new metaphors can create new thought patterns and, eventually, prompt 
 In the Spanish corpus, there was also a fairly prevalent use of the metaphor LIFE IS A PLAY (Lakoff & 19
Turner, 1989), often used to mark certain ironic distance towards the events to which it is applied; however, 
it could not be discusses here due to the limited available space in the present paper.
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social change. However, in order for that to happen, we must become aware of the conceptual 
metaphors that structure our cognition, language and the society we live in. Transforming such 
deeply embedded cognitive patterns is not easy, but acknowledging their existence is the first step to 
changing the paradigm. 
4. Conclusion 
 This paper has examined the main systematic conceptual metaphors in relation to POLITICS 
in American English and Peninsular Spanish headlines. By focusing on two violent outbreaks 
motivated by political reasons in two different countries, Spain and the United States of America, 
this study has attempted to illustrate the importance of understanding the metaphors we think, talk 
and act by. Its findings aim to be a contribution to a greater discussion—namely, the social and 
cultural dimensions of conceptual metaphors. In addition, this paper has proposed a new conceptual 
metaphor, COLLECTIVE ACTIONS ARE NATURAL EVENTS, which could potentially open new 
pespectives in that debate. Future research should consider the social implications of this 
metaphor’s downplaying of agency in collective actions. 
 As a suggestion for further analysis on this topic, future studies could also consider social 
media networks alongside press and other official media. For instance, data could be elicited from 
the comments that users leave on the digital versions of newspapers’ articles and analyzed alongside 
the main text. This would allow a cross-comparison between the media newspapers and the 
reactions of the readers, potentially providing us with valuable insights on reception. 
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Appendix I: Distribution of conceptual metaphors by newspaper 
Metaphor
Newspaper





POLITICS IS BUSINESS 2 5 5 1 8 4
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT 3 8 9 7 12 7
POLITICS IS GAMBLING 3 2 6 1 0 1
POLITICS IS A GAME 3 0 2 0 1 1
POLITICS IS MOVEMENT 0 0 2 1 2 5
POLITICS IS WAR 24 29 28 17 32 38
POLITICAL FORCES ARE 
VEHICLES 0 3 0 2 0 2
POLITICAL ADVERSARIES 
ARE CRIMINALS 0 0 1 0 3 2
POLITICAL POWER IS A 
VALUABLE COMMODITY 4 1 0 1 3 3
POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE 




0 0 0 2 0 0
DOMINATION IS UP 0 0 4 2 2 0
LIFE IS A PLAY 10 7 1 2 10 4
COLLECTIVE ACTIONS 
ARE NATURAL EVENTS 1 2 3 4 0 1
CONFLICT IS FIRE 0 1 0 2 0 0
INTENSITY IS HEAT 0 0 1 0 0 0
TOTAL HEADLINES 48 57 54 43 70 65
TOTAL METAPHORS 50 61 62 44 74 69















POLITICS IS BUSINESS 1 0 3 1 0 0
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT 35 35 16 3 17 19
POLITICS IS GAMBLING 1 0 0 0 0 1
POLITICS IS MOVEMENT 1 0 0 0 0 0
POLITICS IS WAR 43 31 38 10 22 16
POLITICAL FORCES ARE 
VEHICLES 1 0 0 0 0 0
POLITICAL POWER IS A 
VALUABLE COMMODITY 4 1 3 1 3 0
POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE 
BUILDINGS 4 0 1 0 1 0
POLITICAL 
ORGANIZATIONS AS UNITS 0 3 3 0 0 0
DOMINATION IS UP 2 2 2 0 0 0
LIFE IS A PLAY 3 4 6 1 1 1
COLLECTIVE ACTIONS ARE 
NATURAL EVENTS 2 1 1 0 0 0
CONFLICT IS FIRE 0 2 0 0 0 0
TOTAL HEADLINES 79 70 59 13 43 32
TOTAL METAPHORS 97 79 73 16 44 37
Table 5. Distribution of conceptual metaphors in American English press by newspaper
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Newspaper: El País







Los ataques de PP de 
y Cs cuando la 
Abogacía del Estado 
descartó la rebelión







La sentencia del 
‘procés’ reenfoca la 
campaña







Marchena, el juez que 
se convirtió en 
protagonista







El reparto de 
funciones del 
“señuelo”







El Gobierno difunde 
un vídeo para 
defender la fortaleza 
de la democracia







Vox pugna por 
convertirse en la 
tercera fuerza 
política el 10-N














El Govern defiende a 
la vez las protestas 
independentistas y las 
cargas de los Mossos







Interior envía 200 
antidisturbios más a 
Cataluña para hacer 
frente a los 
altercados










creación de un sujeto 
colectivo frente al 
‘enemigo’ español







Barcelona arde mal, 
viaje al fin de la 
noche
PAI011 RIOTS AS FIRE







Noche de caos, 
cargas y fuego en 
Barcelona







Rivera pide un 155 
“de verdad” y 
“blindar” Cataluña 







Iglesias solo apoyará 
al Gobierno si 
apuesta por “la vía 
del diálogo y la 
desinflamación” en 
Cataluña 







Relato desde la zona 











Otra noche de 
violencia en Cataluña 
con coches quemados 
y ácido contra los 
Mossos







Los Mossos cargan 
en Barcelona para 
evitar choques entre 
radicales de izquierda 
y derecha







Iglesias carga contra 
la gestión de la crisis 











Roquetas de Mar, 
donde Vox llena 












El fuego y las 
barricadas vuelven a 
las calles







La Guardia Civil se 
unirá a la lucha 
contra los disturbios 
en Barcelona











PAI022 POLITICS IS WAR







Lo que nos jugamos 
con la jugada de 
Sánchez







Iglesias incide en su 
promesa de una 
empresa pública de 












Sánchez defiende en 
Barcelona la Cataluña 
plural en vísperas de 
la sentencia del juicio 
del ‘procés’







Casado acusa a 
Sánchez de prometer 
subir las pensiones en 












El PSOE se lanza 
contra Errejón, que 
le está arañando 
votos según las 
encuestas
PAI028
POLITICS IS WAR 
POLITICAL POWER 








La gran partida 
estas elecciones se 
juega en Cataluña







Sánchez apela al voto 
útil frente a la “sopa 
de letras” de partidos 
que compiten con el 
PSOE
PAI030











respuesta a la 
sentencia del ‘procés’








ensaya en el 1-O la 
campaña de 
desobediencia ante el 
inminente fallo del 
‘procés’







Los CDR detenidos 
ensayaron sus 
acciones en el boicot 
contra el Consejo de 
Ministros en 
Barcelona








“Nuestros escaños no 
serán gratis, pero 
servirán a un objetivo 
político”
PAI034 POLITICS IS BUSINESS







Con Iglesias o con 
Errejón: la batalla 
por las alianzas









partido de Errejón, 













Los militantes de 
Equo aprueban la 
alianza con Errejón y 
su fundador se queda 
en Podemos







El Gobierno avisa a 
Torra de que no 
consentirá más 
“ataques” a las leyes







Cs destituye a su 
‘número dos’ en 
Euskadi tras acusarle 














no rompe con 
Podemos pero pide 
una marca propia







El calendario apremia 
a Errejón en su 
carrera a las urnas
PAI041









El presidente del 
Supremo pide que la 
reacción a la 
sentencia del ‘procés’ 
no sea 
“sobreactuada”






Errejón mueve el 
tablero PAI043








El órdago final de 
Rivera que 
sorprendió a los 
suyos








catalanes se alinean 
con el PSOE para 
ganar terreno a 
Ciudadanos
PAI045
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE 
SPORT







Urkullu coloca a 
Euskadi en “alerta 
máxima” ante el 
inestable escenario 
nacional







Rivera se lanza al 
ataque contra 
Sánchez: “Es un 
obstáculo para la 
política española”








responsabiliza de la 
repetición electoral a 
“todos los actores 
políticos sobre el 
tablero”
PAI048
LIFE IS A PLAY 








Atacar al PSOE o 
rebajar el tono: el 
dilema de campaña 
de Unidas Podemos







Rivera volverá a 
centrar su campaña 
en el ataque a 
Sánchez







Las cinco grandes 
amenazas para el 
Gobierno en 
funciones







Sánchez pide una 
mayoría más rotunda 
y pasa a la ofensiva 
contra Casado, 
Rivera e Iglesias







Personajes en busca 







Por qué Sánchez 
ignora la última 
maniobra de 
Ciudadanos
PAI054 POLITICS IS WAR
Table 6. Corpus from El País
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Newspaper: La Vanguardia








La sentencia del Tribunal 
Supremo abre un nuevo 
escenario político








Casado ve en la moderación la 
baza para alcanzar al PSOE VAN002
POLITICS IS GAMBLING 









La concentración del 20-S 
apuntala la sedición VAN003









El papel del Parlament en el 
‘procés’ se lleva un serio 
correctivo








El testimonio de Urkullu y Villa, 
clave para desmontar la 
rebelión
















Podemos cree que el fallo 
incendia la situación política y 
se aleja de la solución
















Caos independentista VAN009 RIOTS AS CHAOS








Las protestas derivan en una 
oleada de violencia en 
Catalunya
























Sánchez despliega una ofensiva 








La protesta degenera en una 
segunda noche de fuego y 
disturbios








































Barcelona vive otra noche sin 
tregua en la víspera del paro de 
hoy
VAN019 POLITICS IS WAR
























El PSOE entierra toda 
bienvenida a Errejón y pasa al 
ataque directo








Los Mossos se blindan contra 
injerencias políticas por la 
sentencia








La moción de censura alimenta 
la pugna contra ciudadanos y 
PSC
















Ciudadanos esgrime la moción 








Torra sale ileso de una moción 
de censura que enfrenta a Cs y 
PSC








Sánchez abre la carrera de 
promesas: subida de pensiones 
en diciembre








Casado ignora a sus posibles 
aliados y centra su batalla 
electoral en el PSOE
VAN029 POLITICS IS WAR








Sánchez pisa el acelerador de 
campaña VAN030










Vox luce músculo llenando la 
plaza de Vistalegre VAN031









“Si no estamos fuertes, el PSOE 








La estrategia electoral de 
Sánchez choca con la inquietud 
en el PSOE








Exteriores vende la democracia 
española en vísperas de la 
sentencia








Los comunes verían una lista 
catalana de Errejón como una 
“agresión”








“Salimos a ganar y es 
importante que tengamos un 
voto más que Sánchez”








Más País encalla en su intento 
de desembarcar en Catalunya VAN037









Un castizo que se apunta a la 
carrera del 10-N VAN038









El líder socialista ganaría las 
elecciones según un CIS que 
castiga a Rivera
VAN039 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT








Errejón pacta con Equo para el 
10-N e intenta desembarcar en 
Catalunya








Podemos aspira a retener sus 
alianzas de abril a pesar de la 
opa de Más País








La confrontación llega al 








ERC avisa a JxCat que sólo irá a 
un embate contra el Estado si 
es “definitivo”








Los comunes, dispuestos a 
negociar sobre los presupuestos 
y los presos








El presidente desafía al TSJC y 
se niega a descolgar la pancarta 
de Palau








Torra aparca la respuesta al TS y 








Errejón maniobra para 
neutralizar a Podemos en 
Catalunya








Sánchez defiende el 
multilateralismo y llama a la 
ONU a la “acción urgente”








España apuesta por el diálogo 
para resolver el conflicto catalán VAN049 POLITICS IS GAMBLING








La mitad de los españoles se 
oponen al indulto y justifican 
una condena








Crece la simpatía en Compromís 
hacia una posible alianza con 
Errejón








El PSOE se lanza a la captura 
de votos en Unidas Podemos y 
Ciudadanos








El catalanismo de centro avanza 
















ERC se resigna y avisa de que 
“la arrogancia” pasará factura 
al PSOE








Casado: “Que no le salga 








EL PNV critica “el fracaso 
político” y prevé un escenario 
más complicado








El PSOE ya prevé escenarios  
para investir a Sánchez tras el 
10-N








La competencia desleal de las 
tres derechas VAN059 POLITICS IS BUSINESS








Sánchez e Iglesias entran en 
tiempo de descuento con la 
amenaza electoral
VAN060










Casado sella la paz con el PP 
vasco para afrontar las posibles 
elecciones








Junqueras blinda ERC ante la 
sentencia VAN062 POLITICS IS WAR
Table 7. Corpus from La Vanguardia
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Newspaper: Público 





Cs se juega un tercio de sus 
escaños, que volverían al PP, en las 
pequeñas provincias 






Dos encuestas pronostican la 
subida de Vox y la caída de 
Ciudadanos 








El aeropuerto de El Prat, epicentro 
de protestas y movilizaciones por 
toda Catalunya tras la sentencia del 
'procés'







Juristas advierten de que la 
sentencia del 'procés' ataca el 
derecho a manifestarse







Unidas Podemos defiende la 
libertad de los presos y Más País no 
toma posición









El bloqueo político arrastra a la 
Diputación Permanente a otra 
campaña electoral y con un 
Gobierno en funciones 









Miles de personas se suman a las 
Marchas por la Libertad, 
convertidas en un clamor masivo 
contra la sentencia del Supremo







Marea de movilizaciones contra la 










Barcelona se convierte en un 
clamor masivo contra las condenas 
del Supremo 








Errejón responde a Colau: "Hay 
mucha gente cansada del bloqueo 
que quiere dejar de jugar a la 
ruleta"
PUB010 POLITICS IS WAR POLITICS IS GAMBLING








Rivera propone una triple alianza 
entre PSOE, PP y Cs e Iglesias pide 
el voto para frenarla







La CUP llama a "intensificar una 
batalla ideológica" y reclama una 
amnistía colectiva 






Casado: "Podemos ganar, en 
Madrid ya estamos empatados con 
el PSOE"







Sánchez y Casado, triunfalistas: 
uno tilda de "inviable" perder el 
10-N, y el otro se ve con 100 
escaños 








Errejón defiende la jornada laboral 
de cuatro días y la limitación de 
vuelos en su "acuerdo verde para 
España"








Almeida planea una ola de 
privatizaciones en Madrid tras la 
etapa de municipalizaciones de 
Carmena







Ciudadanos se desploma en las 
encuestas: la última le coloca 
incluso por detrás de Vox 







Podemos pide a Casado que 
explique los vínculos del PP con el 
informe falso contra el partido de 
Iglesias 









Sánchez anuncia un plan contra el 
bloqueo: gobierno en diciembre, sin 
vacaciones y techo de gasto









Errejón propone blindar la 
revalorización de las pensiones con 
el IPC en la Constitución: "Que sea 
un derecho"






Errejón competirá contra Colau en 
Barcelona PUB021
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT







Tercera renuncia en la dirección de 
Podemos Galicia para sumarse a 
las filas de Más País









Cs convierte la moción de censura 
contra Torra en un acto de 
precampaña para criminalizar al 
independentismo
PUB023











Sánchez se estanca, Casado sigue 
escalando, Rivera se desangra y 
Errejón se estrena con diez escaños, 
según los últimos sondeos
PUB024
POLITICS IS MOVEMENT 
DOMINATION IS UP 







Podemos espera a que Más País 
presente su programa para 
determinar si serán aliados 








"Más País, Cs de izquierdas" y 
"derechización de Sánchez": las 
bazas con las que Podemos cree 
que se hará con la izquierda 








El PP atribuye el discurso de Ayuso 
al calor del debate... pese a que lo 
llevaba preparado









Adelante Andalucía arremete 
contra Más País: "Aterriza desde 
Madrid y fragmenta en el espacio 
progresista"








El PP confía en ganar más de 20 
senadores si Vox solo presenta un 
candidato por provincia









La Junta de Andalucía esgrime un 
informe jurídico de la etapa del 
PSOE para esquivar la exhumación 
de Queipo
PUB030 POLITICS IS WAR








Iglesias insiste en negociar un 
Gobierno de coalición 
"proporcional" con Sánchez y 
Errejón








Sánchez dice que el 10-N está en 
juego un Gobierno del PSOE o 
seguir en el bloqueo 







El portavoz de Vox en El Ejido 
carga contra la izquierda: "En 
tiempos de rojos, hambre y piojos"








En Marea rechaza una alianza con 
Más País en Galicia por la 
"dificultad" de construir un marco 
"confederal"








Los partidos deslizan pequeñas 
promesas electorales entre el ruido 
de precampaña





La campaña del 10-N se juega 
entre líderes enfrentados PUB036
POLITICS IS WAR 







Un exdiputado de Podemos baraja 







Zapatero rechaza un acuerdo entre 
PSOE y Ciudadanos y apuesta por 
un pacto de izquierdas







Casado "conocía y respaldaba" las 
negociaciones entre el PP vasco y 
Ciudadanos






La Chunta se alía con Más País y 
agita la izquierda aragonesa ante el 
10-N 






Sánchez e Iglesias; la alianza 
inalcanzable PUB041 POLITICS IS WAR








Nuevo fichaje polémico de la 
alcaldesa de Móstoles: contrata a 
una de sus mejores amigas por 
52.000 euros 





Iglesias y Cebrián, unidos contra 





El PSOE cae siete puntos en 
estimación de voto y Podemos 
crece por encima del 28-A en plena 
ruptura entre Sánchez e Iglesias 








Podemos Aragón, dispuesto a 
sacrificar a Echenique para ir con la 
Chunta pese a que esta también 
negocia con Errejón







Pablo Iglesias: "Sánchez se está 
jugando la Presidencia del 
Gobierno por dormir bien" 







Chunta Aragonesista negocia una 
alianza con el partido de Errejón 
para el 10-N






Compromís se inclina por una 
alianza con Errejón para concurrir a 
las elecciones generales del 10-N







El PSOE ganaría las elecciones 
generales con un tercio de los votos, 
según una encuesta







Sánchez e Iglesias se encarnizan: si 
el PSOE no duerme tranquilo, que 
cambie de colchón






El Congreso pone en marcha la 
Junta Electoral, el 'árbitro' de unos 
comicios inéditos 








La pugna de los partidos por “el 
relato” profundiza el hastío social y 
amenaza con desmovilizar al 
electorado el 10-N







Sánchez, ya en campaña, arremete 
contra el bloqueo de Iglesias y dice 
que lo intentó todo 
PUB053 POLITICS IS WAR





Rivera y Casado coinciden en que 
Sánchez "debe mover ficha" pero 
el PP ratifica su 'no'







Unidas Podemos confirma su 
abstención ante el rey si no se 
negocia a última hora







Junqueras gana las elecciones a la 
Ejecutiva de ERC con el 88,34% de 
los votos
PUB056 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT
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Podemos refuerza su programa 
económico PER002







Tensión en la calle tras una 






La protesta toma carreteras y 






Las entidades sociales claman 






Los CDR llevan el caos al centro 






Choque institucional después de 






La furia por la sentencia del 1-O 






Torra condena la ola violenta 
pero evita señalar a los CDR PER010







Grupos violentos trasladan su 
pulso a la sede de Interior PER011







Sánchez no descarta ningún 















Sin mossos en Waterloo PER014 POLITICS IS WAR






El TC apercibe a Torrent para 






Rivera no descarta dejar la 






La izquierda valenciana toma 
ventaja PER017







Mossos y Guardia Civil sofocan 






La cita electoral calienta el 






Buch alerta a los Mossos ante 






Sánchez pugna con Errejón por 






Cs abre la batalla contra el PSC 






Ciudadanos se alía con UPyD 






Sánchez repite, Cs pincha y el 
PP recupera PER024







Sánchez repetiría mayoría y Cs 






Errejón ficha a Bescansa y 
mantiene la incógnita en BCN PER026













Torra fractura la cúpula de 
Interior ante el 1-O PER028
POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
AS UNITS






Las izquierdas toman 






Sánchez: <<El naufragio del 
independentismo es total>> PER030







Iglesias acusa a Errejón de 
apuntalar el bipartidismo PER031







El Gobierno exige el fin del 






El PDECat se niega a diluirse en 
JxCat y exige recuperar el timón PER033







La hostilidad rebrota en puertas 
de la sentencia PER034







Torra se encastilla en la vía del 
pulso con el Estado PER035
POLITICS IS WAR 







Errejón se lanza con Más País al 






Golpe a los CDR antes de la 






Errejón le arrebata a Iglesias la 
alianza con Compromís PER038








Tormenta política por el pago 
de Hacienda a las autonomías PER039







Catalunya, en el epicentro del 
10-N PER040







El sector moderado del PDECat 






La justicia vuelve a poner 
contra las cuerdas a Torra PER042
POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE 
SPORT (BOXING)






Podemos y el PSOE agrava su 






ERC y JxCat apuestan por que 






Sánchez pone en el punto de 






El giro in extremis de Cs choca 






El Consell de la República pide 
negociar con el Estado PER047 POLITICS IS BUSINESS
Table 9. Corpus from El Periódico
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Newspaper: ABC






Quim Torra insiste en desafiar a 
la democracia con la vía 
unilateral






Los CDR inauguran la huelga 
general en Barcelona con otra 
noche de odio






Tsunami prepara sus ataques a 












Los vecinos del ensanche no 
recobran el aliento tras otra 
noche de furia y fuego





Sánchez, paralizado ante la 











Reuniones en la Moncloa, 






Ley de Seguridad, artículo 155 o 
estado de excepción: tres 
fórmulas contra el caos












Los CDR redoblan sus ataques 
y convierten Barcelona en un 
infierno






Las algaradas en Cataluña 
disparan la participación cinco 
puntos ante el 10-N











La <<legalidad>> de las 
<<bestias carroñeras>> ABC014 PROTESTERS AS ANIMALS






Los radicales alentados por 
Torra convierten Barcelona en 
un campo de batalla






<<Comandos>> organizados y 
comunicados protagonizan los 
graves disturbios






Miles de secesionistas siembran 
el caos en el aeropuerto de 
Barcelona






La condena por sedición 
refuerza la estrategia de ERC 
frente a Puigdemont






El independentismo ensaya su 






Casado sitúa al PP como el 
único capaz de ganar al PSOE ABC020







Los populares empatan con el 
PSOE en Madrid y Ciudadanos 
pierde la mitad






La compra de votos del PSOE 
andaluz se extiende también a 
Granada






Por qué no será rebelión y el 
papel de los Mossos, claves de 
una sentencia histórica






El duelo del bipartidismo de 






Vox priorizará las ocho 
provincias donde perdió escaños 
por pocos votos






El PP auditará las cuentas del 
pueblo donde el PSOE procedió 
a la supuesta compra de votos 
revelada por ABC






Blindaje policial del aeropuerto 






Rivera arremete contra la tesis 
de Sánchez y promete el final de 
los plagios
ABC028 POLITICS IS WAR






Los populares llevarán la 
compra de votos del PSOE a los 
tribunales






Errejón amenaza el último 
escaño de izquierdas en once 
provincias






Rivera niega que vetara a 
Sánchez y su cambio de 
estrategia











Sánchez relajará el acceso al 
PER para arañar votos en 
Andalucía











El PSC se desmarca del espacio 
constitucionalista en Cataluña ABC035







Rivera promete el desbloqueo 
para cortar la fuga de votos ABC036







Exhiben su sintonía ante un 
escenario que se antoja difícil 
tras la sentencia del <<procés>>










El estado debe defender la 





Sin novedad en el frente 






Ciudadanos sigue perdiendo 
votos y empata con Vox en 
cuarta posición






El líder del PP pide a Cs y Vox 
que copien la estrategia de 
Errejón






El <<premio>> del último 
escaño de abril los pone a la 
defensiva y sin gran margen de 
subida
ABC043 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT






Abascal carga conntra <<el 
consenso progre>> de PSOE, PP 
y Ciudadanos






El independentismo exaltado 
planea el <<bloqueo>> de 
Cataluña tras la sentencia






















El presidente cambia totalmente 
de postura para amenazar con 
<<la ley>> a los secesionistas






PP y Cs exigen un plus salarial 
para combatir el acoso a la 
Guardia Civil






Moción de censura contra Torra 
por su complicidad con los 
CDR






Puigdemont envió a su hermana 
a la reunión con el entorno de 
Torra blindada por los CDR






Iglesias relega a Errejón a un 
actor para <<apuntalar>> el 
poder
ABC053
LIFE IS A PLAY 







Sánchez ignora a Podemos y se 






Uno de los CDR revela que 
Torra iba a ayudarles a tomar el 
Parlament











El juez encarcela al ala radical 
de los CDR por apostar por el 
terrorismo






Cs fulmina a su número dos en 
el País Vasco y frustra la 
coalición con el PP
ABC058 POLITICS IS WAR





Torra amplía aún más su desafío 
al estado ABC059







La oferta del PP a Cs acorrala a 






Dos a cero para Errejón en la 
batalla populista ABC061








Pumpido maniobra en el TC 
para que se pueda anular en el 
futuro la sentencia del 1-O





Errejón emerge para hundir a 






Errejón se presentará el 10-N 
para capitalizar el hartazgo de 
la izquierda






Sánchez utilizará a la Onu como 






Ciudadanos puede perder 
<<entre 12 y 14 escaños>> el 
10-N










Juego electoral con los fondos 






<<Operación torero muerto>> 






La guerra total entre Sánchez e 






La opción de Errejón el 10-N 
amenaza con romper las 
alianzas políticas de Podemos






Sánchez alaba a Errejón frente a 






Teresa Rodríguez bendice la 
ruptura con la marca Podemos ABC073 POLITICS IS BUSINESS











RTVE evita un duelo entre 
Sánchez y Rivera en su 
propuesta de debates
















Sánchez incicia campaña con 
un mitin contra todos desde La 
Moncloa 











Álvarez de Toledo carga contra 
Alonso por llamarla 
<<extranjera>>






Aragonès adelanta a Torrent en 
su pugna por suceder a 
Junqueras
ABC081








Sánchez e Iglesias afilan sus 
relatos para enfrentarse el 10-N ABC082 POLITICS IS WAR
Table 10. Corpus from ABC
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Newspaper: El Mundo






Vox se dispara hasta los 31 
escaños y Ciudadanos queda a 
las puertas de la UCI






Cargas en Via Laietana y batalla 
campal en el aeropuerto de El 
Prat






Reacciones a la sentencia del 
procés: cargas, barricadas y 
varios detenidos elevan la 
tensión en Barcelona






Barricadas y batalla campal en 






Nueva cargas contra 
manifestantes y tres detenidos 
elevan la tensión en Barcelona 






Torra exige contención a los 
Mossos y amenaza con otro 
referéndum






Protestas en Cataluña tras la 
sentencia del 'procés': Los 
tambores de Bruc






Un padre huye de su casa con su 
bebé en brazos asediado por las 
llamas de las protestas en 
Barcelona






El PSOE cae por debajo del 28-
A, el PP se acerca y Vox se sitúa 
como tercera fuerza






Grupos de extrema derecha e 
independentistas se enfrentan a 
golpes y botellazos en La Ramba






De los ultras en la protesta 
antiindependentista a la 
“Olimpiada” desinflada de los 
CDR






La Junta Electoral amenaza con 
sancionar al Gobierno si sigue 
haciendo campaña desde 
Moncloa






Los Mossos cargan contra los 
radicales tras el lanzamiento de 
cócteles molotov
MUN013 RIOTS AS WAR






'Tsunami' contra la economía: 
La revuelta tras la sentencia del 
procés sacude la economía de 
Cataluña






Los Mossos usan por primera 
vez el cañón de agua y dispersan 
a los radicales






El separatismo para Cataluña y 
amenaza con consumar la 
secesión en la calle






Grupos de independentistas 
ensayan sus protestas en la 
víspera de hacerse públicas las 
condenas por sedición






Cinco partidos batallan por el 
voto de izquierdas en plena 
sentencia del “procés”






Pablo Casado cree que tiene la 






Casado y los barones del PP se 
lanzan contra Pedro Sánchez 
por usar a la Abogacía del 
Estado “para hacer campaña”






Rivera, sobre su derrumbe en 
las encuestas: “No tengo apego 
al sillón”






El PSOE baja tres escaños en 
cinco días y Vox relega a 
Ciudadanos a la quinta posición
MUN022
DOMINATION IS UP 







Torra: el Parlament responderá 
al “torpedo” de la sentencia del 
TS






Pedro Sánchez ya no dilatará la 
negociación y quiere Gobierno 
en 2019






10-N. Juan José Cortés ataca a 
Juanma Moreno por su relevo en 
la lista del PP: "No ha ganado 
nunca, es presidente por Vox"






Encontronazo de Cayetana 
Álvarez de Toledo con Miquel 
Iceta por la moción de censura 
contra Torra






Pedro Sánchez se estanca, Pablo 
Casado da el salto y Albert 
Rivera se cae
MUN027 POLITICS IS MOVEMENT DOMINATION IS UP






Torra salva la moción de censura 
con la ayuda de un PSC 
"cómplice"






Aitor Esteban: "La carambola 







Santiago Abascal llena 
Vistalegre y acusa al PSOE de 
ser "un partido criminal"






El Gobierno oculta la verdad 
sobre el empleo por temor a que 
influya en la campaña electoral






El repliegue de Vox en el 
Senado no daría la mayoría al 
centroderecha






Errejón ficha a Carolina 
Bescansa, cofundadora de 
Podemos, para encabezar la lista 
de La Coruña






La irrupción de Errejón en 
Andalucía dinamita los 
consensos en la confluencia de 
Teresa Rodríguez






Los barones del PP estallan 
contra Pedro Sánchez por usar la 
financiación en campaña: "Es 
vergonzoso"






Los 'números dos' y 'tres' de 
Ciudadanos al Senado por 
Valladolid renuncian a 
presentarse el 10-N "por la 
deriva" del partido






Maratón de entrevistas para 
incitar al voto a Pedro Sánchez MUN037







El secretario de Comunicación 
de Podemos se cae de las listas 
al Congreso






Pablo Casado ya ve "posible" 
ganar las elecciones MUN039







Vox rivaliza con el PSOE y 
responde a su lema de campaña 
con el eslogan "España siempre"






José María Aznar bendice el giro 
"moderado" de Pablo Casado y 
da por amortizado a 
Ciudadanos
MUN041 POLITICS IS BUSINESS






El deterioro de la economía 
dinamita la campaña electoral 
de Sánchez






Ciudadanos intenta frenar la 
sangría de votos para no perder 
más de 10 escaños






España Suma encalla: el PP sólo 
logra convencer a Foro Asturias 
y UPN para sus coaliciones






Así queda el mapa de alianzas 
de Errejón tras pinchar en 
Canarias y Melilla: aspira a 
concurrir en 18 provincias
MUN045
POLITICS IS WAR 







Quim Torra avala la estrategia 
violenta de los CDR para 
conseguir la independencia






10-N: Todos a la caza del 






Pablo Iglesias pasa al ataque 
contra Íñigo Errejón: "Nosotros 
no nacimos para apuntalar el 
sueño de los poderosos"






Pedro Sánchez reúne al Comité 
Federal del PSOE para poner al 
partido rumbo al 10N






Primer golpe de Íñigo Errejón a 
Pablo Iglesias: le 'roba' la 
dirección de Podemos en Murcia
MUN050
POLITICS IS WAR 







El PSOE arrollará en las 
próximas elecciones, según el 
CIS de Tezanos






Errejón amenaza hasta un 40% 
de los escaños de Iglesias pero 
no perjudicaría a Pedro Sánchez






Así está el pulso Pablo Iglesias - 
Íñigo Errejón, comunidad a 
comunidad






Mariano Rajoy bendice el giro 
de Pablo Casado y se ofrece para 
hacer campaña electoral






Íñigo Errejón planea presentar 
listas contra Pablo Iglesias en 
13 provincias
MUN055 POLITICS IS WAR






Sánchez apuesta por un voto 
útil que dé al PSOE votos de 
Ciudadanos y Podemos para 
compensar la llegada de Errejón






Torra acusa al Estado de un 
montaje contra los CDR y exige 
"explicaciones" a Sánchez






Pablo Iglesias asume que Pedro 
Sánchez lo desplazará para 
negociar si puede con Íñigo 
Errejón






EH Bildu retira la propuesta para 
que se vete a Casado, Rivera y 
Abascal en campaña, reconoce 
que fue "un error", pero carga 
contra la manipulación 
mediática






EH Bildu quiere que el 
Parlamento Vasco vete a Casado, 
Rivera y Abascal en la campaña 
electoral en Euskadi






El PP acusa a Pedro Sánchez de 
"comprar" el voto por planear el 
desbloqueo de la financiación 
autonómica en plena 
precampaña






Pedro Sánchez maniobra para 
subir las pensiones antes del 10-
N






Íñigo Errejón y Teresa 
Rodríguez amenazan los 
escaños en el Congreso del 
núcleo duro de Pablo Iglesias






EH Bildu quiere que el 
Parlamento Vasco vete a Casado, 
Rivera y Abascal en la campaña 
electoral en Euskadi






Rivera lanza su campaña anti 
Sánchez para frenar la fuga de 
votos: "Él es el problema y ha 
sacado al PSOE del 
constitucionalismo"
MUN065
POLITICS IS WAR 







La campaña de Pedro Sánchez 
contra todos: Iglesias es 
"dogmático", Casado carece de 
"sentido de Estado" y Rivera es 
"irresponsable"






Las 25 horas desde la oferta de 
Albert Rivera a la repetición de 
elecciones el 10-N: "Sánchez 
estará muerto e inhabilitado"






Las ofertas de la oposición 
ponen el foco en el Rey MUN068 LIFE IS A PLAY






Álvarez de Toledo aviva la 
guerra interna del PP y 
arremete contra Alfonso 
Alonso por llamarla "extranjera"






El Rey, González, Rajoy y 
Sánchez, juntos en un foro para 
la defensa de las democracias 
liberales






Pablo Casado llama al PP vasco 
a protagonizar la unión del 
centroderecha
MUN071 LIFE IS A PLAY
Table 11. Corpus from El Mundo
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Newspaper: The Washington Post






Capitol siege was planned 
online. Trump supporters now 
planning the next one








Most Americans reject the 
attack on the Capitol — but 
millions empathize with the mob








There’s a reason why Lisa 
Murkowski can threaten to 
leave the Republicans









Journalists were attacked, 
threatened and detained during 
the Capitol siege









Trump faces mounting demands 
to leave office or face 
impeachment for inciting 
Capitol mob attack













Facebook, Twitter could face 
punishing regulation for their 
role in U.S. Capitol riot









Five top FAA officials announce 
resignations one day after attack 
on U.S. Capitol









After inciting mob attack, 
Trump retreats in rage. Then, 
grudgingly, he admits his loss
WSP009
POLITICS IS WAR 
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT










All GOP House members from 
Va., Md. voted to challenge 
Biden’s win







Some Republicans hedge their 
bets on removing Trump from 
office








This explains how social media 
can both weaken — and 
strengthen — democracy








The Daily 202: Congress 
certifies Biden’s win, but the 
ordeal reveals fragility in the 
American system
WSP013
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT 









Most congressional Republicans 
supported the effort to block 
Biden’s win










Mob breaks past barricades at 










Pentagon, lambasted for heavy 
response in the past, on sideline 
during Capitol melee










Trump loyalists continue to 
challenge Biden’s win, but some 
concede after Capitol riot
WSP017 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT









Trump’s presidency finishes in 
‘American carnage’ as rioters 
storm the Capitol












Black voters powered 
Democrats to victory in the 
Georgia Senate runoff













Democrats win control of U.S. 
Senate as Ossoff defeats Perdue WSP021











Possible twin Democratic wins 
in Georgia put Washington 
control in Biden's grasp
WSP022
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT 









Nearly 90 Republicans have said 
they plan to try to derail the 
finalization of Biden’s victory
WSP023








Four takeaways from 
Democrats’ big wins in the 
Georgia Senate runoffs







What to expect when Congress 
meets to confirm Joe Biden’s 
win








Trump set to be first president 
since 1932 to lose reelection, the 
House and the Senate







Ebenezer Baptist: MLK’s church 
makes new history with 
Warnock victory
WSP027 POLITICS IS WAR










Raphael Warnock wins Georgia 
runoff election against Sen. 
Loeffler, lifting Democratic 
hopes







Trump’s bitter fight and the 
fragility of U.S. democracy WSP029
POLITICS IS WAR 








Pair of Georgia runoff races are 
razor close with U.S. Senate 
control at stake









Mitch McConnell enters a more 
challenging era likely to include 
more GOP infighting












The Trump roadshow whines to 
a close with a grasping, wistful 
last hurrah








How worried do Republicans 
need to be about Trump 
targeting them for defeat?







Democrats are fighting history 







Pence’s very limited options to 
challenge Biden’s win WSP035









campaign rally for the Georgia 
Senate races
WSP036
POLITICS IS WAR 
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT











After fueling a blue tide, 
Democrats in changing Virginia 













Chip Roy just spotlighted the 
GOP’s highly convenient 
interest in voter fraud







Business leaders urge Congress 
to certify Biden win WSP039









The GOP fight now is the same 
fight it’s been for years: The 
establishment vs. the fringe










Loeffler and Perdue try to steer 
around Republican infighting as 
Georgia runoff races draw to a 
close
WSP041
POLITICS IS WAR 











Growing number of Trump 
loyalists in the Senate vow to 
challenge Biden’s victory






‘Grace and humor’: The vice 
presidents who certified their 
own election losses









Raphael Warnock’s campaign 










Ahead of runoffs, civic groups in 
Georgia mount ambitious 
campaign to mobilize Black 
voters
WSP045 POLITICS IS WAR








D.C. is becoming a protest 
battleground. In a polarized 
nation, experts say that’s 
unlikely to change








How Trump allies in Congress 
will launch one more challenge 
to Biden’s win in January
WSP047
POLITICS IS WAR 








Trump 2024? Only one president 
has returned to power after 
losing reelection






Murdoch’s New York Post urges 
Trump to accept defeat: ‘You’re 
cheering for an undemocratic 
coup’











Trump was defeated, but the 
election brought no resolution to 
a long struggle for political 
power










Trump wields pardon power as 
political weapon, rewarding 
loyalists and undermining 
prosecutors










Pence under pressure as the final 
step nears in formalizing Biden’s 
win











As Biden zeroes in on attorney 
general pick, some worry one 
contender is too moderate on 
criminal justice issues







Could Trump declare martial 
law to try to steal the election? WSP054
POLITICS IS WAR 
POLITICAL POWER IS A 
VALUABLE COMMODITY









Republicans plunge into open 
battle over attempts to overturn 
Trump’s loss to Biden
WSP055
POLITICS IS WAR 








Biden wants to make the climate 
fight central to his presidency. 
What do big oil and gas firms 
think about that?








Do Republicans really believe 
the election was stolen – or are 
they just saying that?












Trump assembles a ragtag crew 
of conspiracy-minded allies in 
flailing bid to reverse election 
loss
WSP058
POLITICS IS WAR 









The political winners and losers 
of the coronavirus relief 
negotiations in Congress
WSP059











How Trump drove the lie that 
the election was stolen, 
undermining voter trust in the 
outcome









Biden nominees mount charm 
offensive amid tough 
confirmation landscape









Even as Trump vows to keep 
fighting, his aides are quietly 
starting to move on








How did the GOP gain in the 
House while Trump lost? It’s 
actually pretty simple.
WSP063 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT












GOP’s Loeffler Takes Hard-
Right Turn, Polarizing Race in 
Georgia
WSP064
POLITICS IS MOVEMENT 













Loeffler’s Attacks Show Little 









Senate GOP has accepted 
Biden’s win but continues to 
push Trump’s baseless fraud 
claims







The Trailer: Two electoral 










McEnany isn’t leaving the White 
House without a few more lazy 
attacks on the media



















Biden to name former rival 
Buttigieg to lead Transportation 
Dept., former Mich. governor 
Granholm to Energy Dept.








McConnell sets up a clash with 
Trump over who’s in charge in 
the GOP
WSP071 POLITICS IS WAR








Biden keeps giving Republicans 
who ignore his win the benefit 
of the doubt











Electoral college affirms Biden’s 
victory on a relatively calm day 
of a chaotic election








The doubt is the point: Turning 
Trump’s toxic election response 
into political poison
WSP074
POLITICS IS WAR 










Inside the ‘nasty’ feud between 
Trump and the Republican 
governor he blames for losing 
Georgia
WSP075
POLITICS IS WAR 








The Trailer: President Trump’s 
election goal posts keep shifting WSP076










In challenging election defeat, 
Trump cements his control over 
the Republican Party
WSP077
POLITICS IS WAR 











Biden builds a team of longtime 
allies, with few fresh faces at the 
top













With time running out, Trump 
and GOP allies turn up pressure 
on Supreme Court in election 
assault
WSP079 POLITICS IS WAR







The Trump team throws in the 
towel on proving voter fraud WSP080








Most Trump voters live in states 
won by Biden WSP081











Judge orders votes retallied in 
N.Y. House race with 12-vote 
margin






Winners and losers from 2020 
state battles WSP083









Trump keeps losing the 2020 
election over and over and over WSP084










GOP officials overwhelmingly 
side against Trump’s voter fraud 
claims — when forced to decide







No, Biden’s win wasn’t 








Trump has a long history of 
responding to loss with anything 
but grace
WSP087 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT
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Life after Donald Trump: GOP 
tries to move forward under 
shadow of deadly Capitol Hill riot







Coach K condemns 'insurrection' 
at U.S. Capitol in blistering 
comments on riot fueled by 
Trump supporters







'We will not be bullied': Kentucky 
Gov. Andy Beshear lashes out 
after 'patriot rally' draws armed 
protesters to state Capitol







Capitol police outnumbered as 








'This was really big': Far-right 
extremist groups use Capitol 
attack to recruit new members 
Will Carless







New Illinois congresswoman 
under fire for comment: ‘Hitler 
was right on one thing’









In messaging shift, Trump 
acknowledges Biden win and calls 
for 'smooth' transition of power







Biden: Rioting 'thugs' will be held 







Joe Biden: 'Thugs' and 'domestic 
terrorists' who stormed Capitol 
should be prosecuted
UST009










'Threat to democracy': Democrats 
prepare Monday to begin 
impeachment of Trump over DC 
riots
UST010 POLITICS IS WAR








Sacking of U.S. Capitol adds to 
rare national security failures. 
Police the police.








NBA stars Jaylen Brown, Jimmy 
Butler have seen two different 
Americas. They hope now 
everybody sees it.








'Betrayal of his office': Calls for 
Trump's removal grow as even 
former allies begin to back away


















'This is our house, and we're 
gonna protect it': Lawmakers 
prepared to fight or be killed as 
Trump mob attacked US Capitol















Biden, Harris: Riot revealed 2 
systems of justice UST017









‘It needed to happen': Trump 
supporters defiant after Capitol 
attack, plan to do it again for 
Biden's inauguration








'A direct attack on democracy': 
World leaders react with shock 
after Trump supporters riot at US 
Capitol








With the Capitol's breach, 
President Trump's virtual coup 
on Twitter became all too real
UST020 POLITICS IS WAR







AP reporter describes chaos 
during Capitol siege UST021








Anti-Trump protesters stage 







Schumer: Trump bears blame for 








Democratic wins in Georgia 
Senate races could mean more 
stimulus checks, small boost to 
Biden's economic plan








Warriors' Draymond Green on 
pro-Trump rioters at Capitol: 
'They're (expletive) terrorists'








Congress certifies Biden's victory 
in election after pro-Trump riots 
on Capitol Hill







Congress certifies Biden's 
electoral college win UST027








As Trump supporters stormed the 
US Capitol, protests flared in 
cities across the country








Georgia's Senate runoffs: Ossoff 
projected to win runoff, giving 
Democrats Senate majority








Mike Pence faces biggest loyalty 
test in announcing Trump's loss 
during a special session of 
Congress
UST030 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT








Georgia's Senate runoffs: Ossoff 
projected to win runoff, giving 
Democrats Senate majority







Warnock wins Georgia, Loeffler 
doesn't concede UST032









Raphael Warnock makes history 
as projected winner in Georgia 
Senate runoff









How it works: What GOP allies 
can do to challenge Trump's loss UST034
POLITICS IS WAR 








Trump: "Never give up" and 
"never concede" UST035








Trump: If Pence 'does the right 








'I will keep the oath I made.' 
Pence defies Trump, says he won't 
block Congress from affirming 
Biden's win








President-elect Joe Biden calls 
Capitol riot ‘insurrection,’ urges 
President Trump to ‘end siege’








The significance of Jon Ossoff's 
runoff win in Georgia over David 
Perdue
UST039









Jon Ossoff wins, handing Dems 
Senate control UST040
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT 
POLITICAL POWER IS A 
VALUABLE COMMODITY








A rattled Congress affirms Joe 
Biden's Electoral College victory 
after pro-Trump riot at Capitol








President-elect Joe Biden says 
scenes at US Capitol 'do not 
reflect a true America'








Chaotic scene in US Capitol as 
pro-Trump rioters storm the 
building








'Violence and anarchy.' Chaos 
erupts following Trump's 




ARE NATURAL EVENTS 
RIOTS AS CHAOS 








Trump: We'll 'fight like hell' to 








GOP lawmakers miscast 
Congress' counting of Biden's 
electoral win as a fact-finding 
mission. It isn’t.
UST046
LIFE IS A PLAY 











Democracy trumps Trump: 
Confirm Electoral College votes 
for presidential election winner








Kamala Harris blasts Trump's call 
to Raffensberger in return to 
Georgia to help clinch Senate 
runoff races








Trump courts 'bloodshed, riots' 
with inflammatory rhetoric, 
former Defense Secretary Chuck 
Hagel says







Trump push to overturn election 
loss fractures GOP UST050












Biden warns of high stakes in 
Georgia Senate races








Call to challenge the Electoral 













A dozen Republican senators plan 
to object to certification of Biden's 
election win over Trump
UST053










Congress is set to certify Biden's 
election win Jan. 6. Here's what to 
expect.








Climate Point: Congress battles 
over relief checks while oil 
companies are bailed out








GOP seeks to roll back mail-in 
voting in states like Georgia and 
Pennsylvania that Trump is 
contesting








The ways Donald Trump and 
Republicans have tried to overturn 
Joe Biden's 2020 win








Fact check: After endorsing him, 
New York Post now pushes Trump 
to accept Biden's victory







I think I had some effect': Cindy 
McCain pleased with Joe Biden's 
election victory, looks ahead








'Devastating consequences': Biden 
blasts Trump for not signing 
COVID relief bill before 
unemployment aid lapses
UST060 POLITICS IS WAR








Trump pardons former campaign 
chairman Paul Manafort along 
with Charles Kushner, other allies








Trump leaves Congress with 
holiday cliffhanger on 
COVID-19 stimulus bill as 
lawmakers scramble
UST062










Trump saves pardons for personal, 







Kamala Harris campaigns with 







VP Pence says they plan to keep 








Ex-election security chief 
Christopher Krebs calls out GOP 
on threats against election 
officials: 'It's got to stop'








Trump campaign files lawsuit 
over New Mexico election, 
objecting to ballot drop boxes








Fact check: Joe Biden legally won 
presidential election, despite 
persistent contrary claims








Activists travel to Wilmington to 
urge Biden to be more aggressive 
on immigration reform







Wisconsin Supreme Court 
upholds Biden's win, rejects 
Trump lawsuit
UST071 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT







Electoral College votes to hand 
Trump a loss he refuses to accept UST072









Republican Sen. Lamar Alexander 
says Trump must 'put country first' 
and concede to Biden








Trump rails against Barr, Kemp, 
other Republicans over election 
loss; attends Army-Navy game







Supreme Court rejects GOP 







Facing Electoral College vote, 
Trump continues election attack, 
but without risks to him, experts 
say








'The moment of truth': The 
Electoral College prepares to hand 
Trump the loss he refuses to 
accept








Fact check: Biden won the most 
total votes – and the fewest total 
counties – of any president-elect








Supreme Court challenge to 
election results turns into bitter 
war between the states








Timeline: Trump insists he won 
the election as Biden prepares to 
take the White House








House approves defense bill amid 
Trump veto threat UST081 POLITICS IS WAR








Texas attorney general asks 
Supreme Court to block Biden 
victory in 4 states








Trump lost the 2020 presidential 
election UST083









Texas AG asks Supreme Court to 
overturn Trump's losses in key 
states. Don't hold your breath.








Supreme Court dismisses Trump 
allies' challenge to Pennsylvania 
election







In Georgia, Loeffler again refuses 
to say Trump lost UST086









'Why is he planning a rally when 
he won the election?': Mixed 
reception to talk of Trump 
inaugural rally in Florida
UST087 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT
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Trump Loyalists Arrested and 
Charged With Involvement in 
Capitol Siege







Viral Capitol mob figures 
arrested and charged for 
involvement in the siege






In Michigan, a Dress Rehearsal 
for the Chaos at the Capitol on 
Wednesday






Hawley Faces Blowback for 
Role in Challenging Election 
Results







Pelosi threatens House could 
move to impeach Trump if he 
doesn’t resign ‘immediately.’








Impeachment if Pence Won’t Act 
After Capitol Siege






With Georgia Senate Wins, 
Democrats Solidify Power in 
Washington







What Is the 25th Amendment, 
and What Role Does It Play 
Now?






How Trump’s Allies Are Still 
Defending Him: Denial, 
Deflection, Disinformation







Pelosi threatens to pursue 
impeachment if Trump’s cabinet 
does not strip him of powers.
NYT010
POLITICS IS WAR 









Is this a coup? Experts say no, 
but that it could be just as 
dangerous.






How California Viewed the 
Siege of Congress NYT012 RIOTS AS WAR









World leaders see Washington 
turmoil as a warning for 
democracies everywhere.









Business leaders condemned the 
violence on Capitol Hill: ‘This is 
sedition.’






Republicans Splinter Over 
Whether to Make a Full Break 
From Trump






He looted Speaker Pelosi’s 







Democrats Take Senate With 








Parts of Capitol Hill are 
evacuated as protesters flood 
the grounds.









A Democratic takeover of the 
Senate would redefine Biden’s 
presidency in dramatic ways.










Senator Loeffler’s loss makes an 
awkward backdrop for her 
starring role in seeking to 
overturn Trump’s loss
NYT020
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT 







Democrats Win Both Georgia 
Races to Gain Control of Senate NYT021








Warnock pledges to fight for all 
Georgians. NYT022 POLITICS IS WAR






Warnock beats Loeffler in 
Georgia Senate race. NYT023










High turnout among Black 
voters has lifted the Democratic 
Senate candidates in Georgia






Win or Lose in Georgia, G.O.P. 
Has Been Bloodied by All the 
Infighting|
NYT025








Obama suggests Trump is 
threatening the ‘fundamental 
principles of our democracy’ 
ahead of Senate runoffs in 
Georgia.









Cotton will oppose Trump’s 
effort to challenge Biden’s win 
as Republicans splinter ahead of 
Georgia runoff.
NYT027
POLITICS IS WAR 











Republicans, Fearing Trump’s 
Wrath, Splinter Over Bid to 
Overturn Election







Tarred in ’16, Cruz Defends 
Fraud Fiction By Old Rival NYT029
POLITICS IS WAR 







In Georgia, Republicans Push 







Ossoff Lost His First Race, but 
His Allies Kept Up the Fight NYT031









Trump’s Failed Crusade 
Debunks G.O.P.’s Case For 
Voting Restrictions






For a Defeated President, 
Pardons as an Expression of 
Grievance
NYT033 POLITICS IS WAR






What Does Biden Owe to Black 






Trump’s Attack on Coronavirus 
Relief Divides G.O.P. and 
Threatens Recovery








The stimulus negotiation shows 
how Biden can move his agenda 
forward in Congress.







How Weeks of Haggling By a 
Group of Centrists Birthed a 
Compromise






Senate Candidates Duel in 
Georgia as G.O.P. Voters’ Anger 
Persists







Congress Grasps for Stimulus 
Deal as Fed Dispute Poses Final 
Hurdle
NYT039
POLITICS IS WAR 







For Trump, a Cloudy Future 
With a $60 Million Consolation 
Prize








Closing In on Stimulus Deal, 
Lawmakers Clash Over Fed’s 
Role










McConnell tells Republicans 
that Georgia’s senators were 
‘getting hammered’ for 
Congress’s failure to act.








Former Rival As Partner For 
Agenda On Climate NYT043








Defying Trump, McConnell 
Seeks to Squelch Bid to 
Overturn the Election
NYT044 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT










Biden won the Electoral 
College, but Trump’s attacks on 
the process will have lasting 
effects on democracy.
NYT045









After Electoral College Votes, 
More Republicans Warily 
Accept Trump’s Loss







Electoral College Vote Officially 









California’s electors are meeting 
now. Their votes are expected to 
push Biden over the top







Biden calls Trump’s attacks on 









The Electoral College votes in 
key battleground states for 
Biden without any surprises or 
defections






What’s Next for Trump Voters 
Who Believe the Election Was 
Stolen?










Trump again threatened to veto 
a military bill, days after it 
passed both chambers by veto-
proof majorities.







Under Biden, Justice Dept. 
Lawyers Seek a Shield From 
Partisan Battles







Republicans Find Themselves 
Speechless Following a Supreme 
Court Defeat
NYT054 POLITICS IS WAR







‘An Indelible Stain’: How the 
G.O.P. Tried to Topple a Pillar 
of Democracy














Stimulus Deal Falters as 
McConnell Signals Republican 
Resistance













In Blistering Retort, 4 
Battleground States Tell Texas 
to Butt Out of Election






As Trump Disputes Election 
Results, Republicans Target 
Voting by Mail







Even in Defeat, Trump Tightens 
Grip on State G.O.P. 
Lawmakers
NYT061
POLITICS IS WAR 








As Trump Rails Against Loss, 
His Supporters Become More 
Threatening
NYT062






















Arizona G.O.P. ‘Civil War’ Laid 
Bare by Trump’s Loss NYT064
POLITICS IS WAR 








Republicans Make Clear Their 
Georgia Senate Strategy: 
Attack Warnock
NYT065 POLITICS IS WAR
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King calls assault on Capitol 
'domestic terrorism'; faults 
Trump
NWD001







Trump acknowledges defeat in 












Trump's day of infamy: He 
unleashes attack on citadel of 
U.S. democracy






Rep. Suozzi describes mayhem 





Biden urges restoring decency 





Biden introduces Judge Merrick 
Garland as AG, assails Trump 
for inciting siege






Joe Biden, his party and a post-
Trump GOP will shape the 
actual D.C. drama to come








Biden rips Trump Pentagon 
freezeout of his team, calls it 
irresponsible







Donald Trump's pardon 
trafficking is about one 
privileged figure above all others








Trump lets his loser's pique 
rattle COVID deal, military and 
the GOP









Biden rips Trump negligence for 
inviting Russian cyberattack NWD011 POLITICS IS WAR










Civil war rages inside Trump's 
'stop the steal' camp NWD012
POLITICS IS WAR 











From McConnell to Putin to 
Newsmax, Trump allies peel 
away








With Electoral College win in 
hand, fed-up Biden unloads on 
Trump
NWD014











Trump finds no 'safe harbor' 
from truth as GOP allies keep 
hidin' from Biden









Lights go out in Georgia (again) 
on Trump's fight to reverse 
Biden win
NWD016
POLITICS IS WAR 
POLITICS IS A 
COMPETITIVE SPORT
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Liberals call for Trump's 
impeachment and removal amid 
Capitol mayhem







Images of chaos at the Capitol 







Trump tells supporters to 'go 
home' after demonstrators 
storm Capitol, commit crimes







Mike Pence restarts Electoral 
College certification after 
Capitol besieged







Lindsey Graham: Capitol siege 
will be Donald Trump's defining 
legacy







Police arrest 13 people in 







Donald Trump defiant amid 







D.C., Virginia declare curfews 







Jeb Bush faults Trump for 
'inciting insurrection' in Capitol 
siege







Jon Ossoff projected winner in 
Georgia Senate race over David 
Perdue







Donald Trump tells big rally in 
Washington he will 'never 
concede'
WST011 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT







Joe Biden: Police would have 
treated BLM protesters more 
harshly than pro-Trump forces 
at Capitol







Congress affirms Biden win; 
Trump vows 'orderly transition' WST013








Republicans rethink Donald 
Trump support amid Capitol 
siege fallout, administration 
exodus







Donald Trump removal by 25th 
Amendment or impeachment 
eyed after Capitol siege







Joe Biden: Assault by 'domestic 
terrorists' a culmination of 











Donald Trump declares 'no way 
we lost Georgia' as he 
campaigns for GOP Senate 
candidates
WST017









Trump supporters in Georgia tell 
Pence to 'stop the steal' WST018








Arkansas governor slaps 
Electoral College fight: 'Don 
Quixote jousting at windmills'







Sen. Kelly Loeffler: 'We won't 
get a second chance' if 
Democrats win Georgia Senate 
races







Lindsey Graham doubtful Josh 
Hawley will succeed in Senate 
bid to reject Biden victory







Ben Sasse: Trump and allies are 
'playing with fire' with Jan. 6 
challenge
WST022 POLITICS IS WAR







Joe Biden, Kamala Harris 
heading to Georgia for last-
minute campaign stops







Pelosi plans to seat Mariannette 
Miller-Meeks on Sunday amid 
contested Iowa election







Donald Trump, Joe Biden, set to 







Never Trumpers' split ballots 
helped Joe Biden, House GOP 
win races, analysis finds







Jim McLaughlin, pollster, Trump 
laid foundation for Republican 
expansion







Georgia Senate runoffs: Attack 
ads dominate airwaves, 
galvanize voters







Trump declares Biden 'did not 
win' as he vows to pursue more 
election challenges







Why Republicans must apply 
military principles and fight 
smarter in Georgia







Trump threatens to primary 







Trump to stage rally for David 







Chris Christie doesn't rule out 
primary fight against Trump in 
2024
WST033 POLITICS IS WAR







Pat Robertson urges Donald 







Joe Scarborough accuses GOP 
Sen. Rand Paul of inspiring 
violence for alleging election 
was 'stolen'







Geraldo Rivera urges 
'knucklehead' Donald Trump 
supporters to accept election 
defeat







Mike Pence tells Georgia voters: 
'If you don't vote, they win' WST037








Mark Milley navigates 







Rand Paul: Election was 'in 
many ways stolen' WST039








Mike Pence set to lead Georgia 
rallies in call for voters to stay 
engaged in runoff races







Americans to Trump: 'Continue 







Brad Raffensperger said Trump 
lost Georgia because he got 
'outworked'







Joe Biden goes to bat for 
Democrats in Georgia runoff 
races







Amanda Chase, Virginia 
gubernatorial hopeful, urges 
Donald Trump to declare 
martial law over defeat
WST044 POLITICS IS WAR







Trump campaign sues New 







Senate Republicans begin to 
recognize Joe Biden win WST046








Joe Biden in speech after 
Electoral College win: Must 
respect 'will of the people'







Hope springs eternal for Trump 







Trump says states certifying Joe 
Biden win committing 'severely 
punishable crime'







Donald Trump tells White House 
guests he'll win election with 
help from 'very important 
people'






Joe Biden to campaign in 







Trump's legal team to fight the 
election in courts through 
January







Lt. Gov. Geoff Duncan: It is not 
hard to say Donald Trump lost 
Georgia







Donald Trump blasts Georgia 
Gov. Brian Kemp for resisting 
signature verification of ballots
WST054 POLITICS IS WAR
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First look at Democrats' Trump 
impeachment article sparked by 
Capitol siege






GOP Rep. Thomas Massie 'glad' 
he was armed during Capitol 
siege






Laptop in Nancy Pelosi's office 
among items stolen by DC 
marauders






Biden, Harris take heat for 
claiming double standard by 
cops in US Capitol siege






Trump says he was 'outraged' by 
Capitol siege, calls for 'healing' 
in video message 






DC police release photos of 







Florida firefighter under 
investigation for role in Capitol 
siege






Biden calls Capitol siege an 
'assault on our democracy' NYP008







Shocking photos show pro-
Trump mob looting items from 
Capitol







Lawmakers nearly get in 
fistfight amid House vote on 
Biden's Electoral College win
NYP010
POLITICS IS WAR 







Inside the siege: How a mob of 
rioters stormed the Capitol and 
took it over






Senate and House reject 
challenge to Joe Biden’s Arizona 
victory
NYP012 POLITICS IS WAR







Warnock overtakes Loeffler, 
Perdue lead shrinks vs. Ossoff in 
tight Georgia Senate races
NYP013
POLITICS IS WAR 







Critical mass: Georgia voters 
flock to polling sites for crucial 
runoff races






Loeffler will object to Biden's 
Electoral College win NYP015







Georgia official urges voters not 
to 'self-suppress' in Senate race NYP016







Trump tells Georgia officials to 
'find' votes to defeat Biden in 
recorded call






Rep.-elect Boebert appears to 
score win on gun rights inside 
Capitol building






Judge dismisses Trump 
supporters' last-ditch lawsuit 
challenging Joe Biden win






Ted Cruz, other GOPers to 
demand audit before certifying 
Biden win






Dems take early lead as early 
voting ends in Georgia runoffs NYP021







Senate holds rare New Year's 
Eve session amid $2,000 
stimulus checks fight






Obama, John Legend star in Jon 
Ossoff campaign ad ahead of 
Georgia election






Biden, Trump to hold dueling 
Georgia rallies ahead of runoff 
election






Incoming GOP rep says she ran 
to fight against socialism in US NYP025








More than 2 million people have 
already voted in Georgia's 
Senate races
NYP026 POLITICS IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT






Buttigieg faces conflict with big 
campaign donors with South 
Bend contracts
NYP027









Trump campaign asks SCOTUS 
to reverse three decisions in 
Pennsylvania







Trump to campaign in Georgia 







Trump encourages ‘big protest 
in DC ‘ amid claims he won 
election 







Team Biden deletes old 
campaign ad criticizing Pete 
Buttigieg 






Biden heads to Atlanta to 
campaign in crucial Georgia 
Senate races
NYP032
POLITICS IS WAR 








Ex-Bernie Sanders aide Nina 
Turner running for House seat 
in Ohio







McConnell congratulates Biden, 
Harris on election win from 
Senate






 Biden to campaign in Georgia 
for Democratic Senate 
candidates Ossoff, Warnock 






Electoral College votes Joe 
Biden in as winner of 2020 
presidential election 






Majority of voters say they don’t 
want Trump to run in 2024, poll 
finds 







Joe Biden to campaign for 
Senate candidates next week in 
Georgia 
NYP038 POLITICS IS WAR






Supreme Court rejects GOP bid 
to overturn Biden’s 
Pennsylvania win 







Trump doubles down on 
defense bill veto threat amid 
rebuke from Congress
NYP040 POLITICS IS GAMBLING
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